Pitt Quiz Bowl

A game of knowledge, speed of recall and unabashed geekiness.

Feel Smart both by getting questions or by making sarcastic comments on topics from science to history to art to pop culture!

Be Amazed at how relatively well-adjusted our team is!

Oh, just between you and me: the Jeopardy! College Championship is at Pitt this year! We're not affiliated, but there'll be plenty of nerdy revelry to be had.

Bask in the admiration of high-schoolers when we put on our two annual tournaments.

Practice is at 8:30 PM Thursdays
in the Honors College 35th floor of the Cathedral

Some of last year's exploits:

Junior Bird fun at Swarthmore and a law-bending hunt for That Cheesestack Place.

Ann Arbor (in January) now with a even more cavernous used book place and also visit the Fun Store

London Ontario (in February!) with a pretty lame ratio of Canadian to US flags.

NAQT Nationals in exotic St. Louis!

Find Out what's so funny about Slepnir, the Squirrel of Strife and the Defenestration of Prague.